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FREE-ELECTRON LASERS

Charles A. Bra:,
University of California

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Los Alamc)s,NPW M:xico 87545 -

I. Introduction

The idea of the free-electron laser was first conceived b) John Madey. In 1971 he

described, theoretically, a device in whi :h relativistic electrons pass through a periodic,

magnetic field in the presence of a laser field co produce stimulated emission,1 The

first experimental demonstration of a free-electron laser occurred four years later. In

this first experimen~, !4adeyand his coworkers measured gain at 10.6 pm, in agreement with

theoretical predictions.
2

One year later they demonstrated laser ,lscillationsaL 3,4 pm.
3

This experiment proved conclusively that free-electron lasers really ~’,lrk,and stimulated

the great interest in these devices whictlexis~s at the present timr. Since 1976, f.l)eor-

e~icd] progress in understanding free-electi-onlasers has been rapid, as might be ex])ecLcd

from a simple system consisting of electrons, magnetic fields and laser radiatiol~in a

vacuum. Experimental progress has been slowur, owing to tl)rlimited availal)ilityof

appropriate electron accelerators, Nrvcrlhc)ess, interest now is SU(II that 110 less l!lan

nine free-electron laser experiments arc illpt-ogressor planf)(Illif)LllrUlliledSlates

alone, and several more are being und(’rLakenelsewhere illthr wor][l. This intrrrst stems

fr~rnth~ fact tllutfree-eleuLron lasers ore cor]tinuously tul)al)lc o-,~(!r a widr r-an~r= from

th~ microwave rrgion to, peri]aps,thr u]~raviolrt, In addition, il stlouldbm possil)lc

to build very I)owcrfli!free-el~(’trorllascrh sir)cc higl)-;low~r acr(’lrrillursdirt’~l(ly~xist,

and if tileprojt=ctedhigl)efficiency cdl)b(’i+rl)ievcdt)lrunii COS1 of laser p))otorlswi)l

bc si~nifictill(lylowrr thatlfor any ether lasflr system. III otl)rr words, frrr-~lectrorl

lasers may revolutionize lasers and their a~)plirations.
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11. Theory

The original theory deveioped by Hadey was derived from quantum mechanics. However,

Planck’s constant h vanished from the results in the appropriate limit (laser wavelength

large compared with the Compton wavelength) and it was subsequently shown that the same

4
results could be derived from classical mechanics. Since then, the classical theory has

proved to be much more powerful and useful, able to describe nonlinear effects (such as

5,6
pulse slippage) and plasma effects, Equally important, the classical theory has led to

insights on ways to improve the efficiency using rf accelerator techniques.
7

Accordingly,

we shall adopt the classical point of view here,

Basically, a free-electron ;aser consists of a periodically alternating, static,

transverse magnetic field, called a “wiggler”. The period of the altern~tions is typic-

ally a few centilleters,and the length of the wiggler of the order of a few meLers. ‘he

field strength is typically a few kilogauss, When a relativistic electron beam is injected

into this magnetic field, the electrons execute forced transverse oscillations, as showl~

in Fig. 1, When a laser beam is propagated parallel to the electron be.m, the oscillating

transverse electric field of the laser can do work on the transversely oscil]aLing electrons,

k’llen,ior example, the laser field is phased relative tc the electron oscillations, as

shown in Fig. 1, the electric field pushes down on the electrons as they are rising arid

pushps up on them as they are descerlding, Thus, Lhe electrons are always moving in oppo-

sition to the laser field and are decelerated by the interaction. Since electrons callllot

sxchangc energy with a static magnetic field, the erlergythey 10SC ap])eilrs jn Ltle last’

field. This constitutes thr busic mechanism hy whicl]●nergy +s Lt”ul~%~’rrrt=dfrom tl~c’

●]ecLron beam to thr lo:;crbrain, Since thr rlectric field of thr Iasrr is ralht~rwrak,

●ven for vpry powrrful laser beams, significant ●nergy transfer can acrumulntr orllyuftrr

many transverse oscillations, For thi~ renson, thr lasrr and ele(.tronosr

have the ~amc frcqul’rlcyin a frump of referrncr moving witt)the mcntlelect

Thi~ resonance conditior!is ●xpre~sed by th.’equnLion

]Intions mllst

or]velocity.
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(1)

where \ is the w“lggler wavelength, \ is tbe laser wavelength, and YR is the resonant

energy, that is, the energy of an ellctron tra-’ellingat the resonant velocity. In Eq.

(l)B +/YR represents the Lorentz-contrackd wiggler wavelength in a frzme of reference

moving @t the resonant velocity, and h /2yR represents
L

the (relativistic) Doppler-sh.fted

la~er wavelength. Not tor surprisingly, the uid~h of the resonance is given by the approx-

imate expression

(2)

where N is the number of ~erlods in the length of the wiggler.

A]tlloughthe bafii~mechanism for exchang~ of en~rgy betwcrn thcmlaser and elecLron

beams is simple LO und(’rs~and,the produ~tioi~of net gain or absorption lS more subtle,

The difficulty is that the ●lectrons enLr) ~hr wiggler in a strady strrilm,hat is, at all

phases of the laser radiat~nn. Since the energy gdined or IOS1 hy thr

on the phase, there +s no net gain cr 10ss. ‘IOuntiersLanAthis, recal

discussed above

field for which

upward when thr

ated. However,

will experienc~

(see Fig. 1), the ●lectron ●ntrrrd thr wiggler at that

iB no enrr~y exctlangraveraged CWer many random ●lrctrons, This must h so sincr thrrr is

no radiation from a slenclyrur:enl. Thr on!y radiation plndurpd is incohrrrnt, spontaneous
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emission due to the discrete nature of the electrons. This emission is precisely that

8
obtained from synchroton sources. Net coherenL radiation bec~mes pcssible when the

electrons are formed into bunches, coherently phased with respect to the laser waves. To

see how this occurs, we recall that some of the electrons are accelerated by the intera-

ction with the laser, while others - half a wavelength ahead or behind - are decelerated.

As the faster ones catch up to the slower ones, they form into bunches spaced at the laser

wavelength, which, in the electron frame of reference, is equal to the wiggler wavelength

[see Eq. (l)]. With Lhe electron beam formed into coherent bunches, it is now possible to

extrbct net coherent energy, After catching up to the slow electrons, the fast eiectrons

will continue past them, advancing in ph~se relative to the laser oscillations until they

reach the phase, half a wavelength ahead, where th~:slow electrons started. AL this phase

the fast electrons will expe~.iencedeceleration and move backward, Over a period of time,

therefore, the electrons will oscillate back and forth, (relative to the mean “ertron

motion) a distance of the order of half an optical wavelength. These longitudinal motiorls

are called synchrotronsoscillations. since they are tileresult cf work done on the elec-

trons ov many transverse ‘~~!igeier~~oscil::t.ions,the synchrotronsoscillatiorlshavr a

much longer period. The transverse oscillations occur over lengths in tlielatloratorj

frame of the order of a few centimeters (the wiggler period). B; comparison, even &L vt’i’y

high laser powers (of the order o! gigawatt-s)the synchrotronsoscillations Lake plac( ov(’r

distancrs of the order of a meter, in Lllelaboratory frumc, corre:”porldingto sever:lltells

of wiggler oscillatiorlsm

The synchrotronsoscillntiullsare analogous to the motions of p~ti~les rollillgoil~1

sinusoidal potential surf~re, as stlowllin Fig. 2. The effertivf’potcntin], collod Lllr

ponderomotive potential, is station~ry in tiler(’stfram(’of elrctrons movin~ at L[irrcso--

anl velocity, IL is thrrelor~ rnovirlgin Lhr laboratory framr at Lhe Ve]ocity corr’cs-

ponding to the resonant ●lectrorlenergy given hy Eq. (l):
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(3)

The period of the pviential is just the optical wavelength in the electron rest frame,

whicL, by Eq. (l), is also the wiggler wavelength in this reference frame. Using this

picture we can more easily understand how net gain and energy extraction occur. When

resonant electrons are injected into the wiggler, they are initially at rest in the pon-

dermotive potential. They are then accelerated and decelerated, but, by symmetry, their

average velocity in the resonant frame remains zero for all time. Thus, there is no gain

and no net energy extraction for resonant electrons. When electrons are injected above

the resonant energy, so that tbev are moving to the right in Fig. (2), some are slowed

down. In fact, those electrons which are initially in the trapped (shaded) regions of

Fig. (2) oscillate about tileresonant veloci.y and - af~er some time - posscIss,011L e

nverage, just the resonant ell?rgy. Thust Lhey have lost the difference between their

initial energy and the resonant rnergy. The energy lost by the electrons appei+rsin tile

laser field as net gain, Similar:.y.electrons injected below tll>resona[ltenergy are

accelerated, on the average, towar(lthe resonant energy. These (lectrons gain energy at

the ●xpense of the lacer field, corresponding to net absorption rather than gain. Since
.

electrons injected above tileresonanl energy can, at most, be’decelerated to lesonallcc,ofl

the average, Lhe net energy ●xtraction must bc less than the difference brtweellthe initial

energy and the resonant energy, However, the width of the resonance irlIlle~iggler inter-

action is given by Eq, (2), so that t.hcnet extlactiorlefficiency OX is Limited l~ytilt’

expression

(4)
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Since the number of periods in the wiggler is typically of the order of 100, the extrac-

tion efficiency is limited to a few tenths of a percent.

A way to exi:eedthis limitation has recently been proposed by Morton and his co-

9workers. As discussed above, near-resonant electrocs become trapped in the ponderomotive

potential and oscillate about the resonant energy yR. Morton’s proposal, which is based

on techniques used in rf linear accelerators (linacs), is to decrease the value of y~ by

decreasing the wiggler wavelength along the length of the wiggler [see Eq. (3)]. Provided

that the decrease takes place slowly enou~h (that is, adiabatically compared with the

synchrotronsoscillations), the ele~trons will continue to cscillate about the decreasing

resonant energy. Thus , they will lose, on the average, an amount of energy corresponding

to the decre-se in the resonant energy from the beginning to the end o~”the wiggler.

Unfortunately, the length of the wiggler is iimited by diffraction spreading oi the laser

beam. Since the decxease, or “taper”, of the resonant en~rgy must take place slowly, this

places a limitation on the tot-aldeceleration of the electrons. Another limitation on

energy extraction is imposed by the requirement that the electrons be trapped in the

ponderomotive potential. When the “buckets” of the pondcromot]ve poLenti,al, to usc rf

linac terminology, are decelerated by tapering the wiggler period, some of Llleelectrons

spill out, just like water spilling frum an accelerated cup, ~nd become d: ?pcd . Tl)c

faster the buckets are decelerated, the fewer electrons are trapped. The optimum

deceleration corr~spnnds tcrabout 40% trapping of the ele. rons,
1(I

This result is

Rnown in rf Iinac theory, where it is called the conditi(~riof maximum phase Ilux.

these limitations it is projected that more than 10% of tile

extracted in this way.

Such “tape~ted”wigglrrs face scvrrol practical difficu tie’;, in ih~ first l)a~r’,

very hjgh Ias(*rpower is reqllirea10 trap t’leelectrc!ns. For cxam])le,to tral~4(YLo!”t.llr

electrons znd decelerate them 1S%, corresponding to a nrt extr~c[ion l~fficiellcyof 6%, ii

10
prak laser power of 1.5 CW is reql]ired. Because of Lhc dc]~clldcllreoi ?+ifra~tic~r011
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wavelength, this result is independent of the laser wavelength, as first pointed out by

Kroll. A further disadvantage of tapered wigglers is their very low gain, typically about

11
an order of magnitude smaller than that of comparable uniform wigglers. The small-signal

gain is low because the electrons, which are not trapped in the small-signal limit, remain

nea~ resonance only for a short distance near the wiggler entrance, The large-signal gain

is low because of the large saturation flux required to trap the electrons. Because of

these difficulties, the concept of a tapered wiggler has not yet been experimentall~

demonstrated, although several experiments are now being undertaken to do ..o.

111. Experiment

The first experimental demonstration of a free-electron laser was conducted by Madey

2and his coworkers in 1975. The experimental arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 3. The

wiggler magnet consisted of a superconducting double helical winding 5.3 m long with a

uniform 3.2 cm period, producing a transverse field of 0.24 T on axis. In the first

series of experiments, the electron beam was operated at 24 MeV, with a peak current of

70 mA. NrI mirrors were used, and the gain at 10.6 pm was measured using a COz laser with

a peak power of 100 kW, The maximum gain observed at.10.6 pm was 7% per pass; absorption

was observed when the electron energy was tuned below resonance’. The maximum energy

extraction was 0.25%, in agreemrlltwith Eq. (4). In a second series of experiments, the

electron energy was increased to 43 MeV, the peak current was increased to 2.6 A, and

mirrors were installed, Laser oscillation was observed at 3,4 pm with a peak power of 40

kW, corresponding to 0.14% energy extraction, Although these rt?su]ts are not astorlishing

in themselves, they verify thr theoretical predictions, at least for uniform wigglrrs, and

prove beyond any doubt thaL free-e]e(’tronlast=rsdo work.

At the present time, scvcrdl experiments are in progress to improve on the extraction

efficiency observed in Madry’s experiments by using tapered wigulers. ln Lhe experiment

being undertaken at Los Alamos, a small elerLron linac is being modified to produce 20 MeV

electronb with a peak current of 25 A, in th first srries of mrasuremrnts, gnifl and
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energy extraction will be measured using a C02 laser at 10.6 ~Jm, To tr+p and decelerate

the electrons in a tapered wiggler, the C02 laser will be operated for short pulses, no

more than a few nanoseconds long, to produce peak powers in excefisof 1 GW, as discussed

above. To ❑easure the small gain (1-2%) expected from a t~pered wiggler, it k7illbe

necessary to s~lppressthe incident C02 laser beam at the detector, This may be accom-

plished by polarizing the C02 laser as shown in Fig. 4, and plac’ng a crossed polarizer in

front of the detectcr.
12

With the wiggler oriented at 45” one component of the amplified

signal will pass throua.,the polarizer and be detected. Alternatively, an absorbing

medium consisting of warm C02 gas may be used to absorb the incident C02 laser radia-

tiOn.13 Because the electrons emerge from the rf linac in short “microbu.nches”a few

picosecond long, spaced at the rf frequency of the linac, the amplified signal will

likewise consist of bunches a few picosecond long. Since the natural bandwidth of these

short pulses is }~,reaterthan that of the absorbing medium, the amplified signal will pass

thIough and be detected. In addition, the energy extracted from the elec+.ronswill be

measured directly by dispersing the electrons with a spectrometer, as shown in Fig, 4.

Two peaks should be observable in the electron energy spectrum emerging from the lasrr.

The first peak, at appro,ximatel;-the original energy, corresponds to electrons which are

not trapped and decclerattid, The second peak, near the final resonant energy of the

wiggler, corresponds to ele~-tronswhich are trapped and decelerated as Lhe resonant energy

decreases along the wiggler. At an input laser power of about 1 GW, the predicted energy

extraction efficiency is about 3%, Th:s will represent an order-of-magnitude improvement

over the results predicted and obtained from uniform wigglers.

Iv. klasma Effects

Up to this point, the discussion has ad~ressed the be]ldv]orof indiviclua]electrons

in the laser and wiggler fields. When this is a satisfactory approximation tilelaser is

said to be in the “Compton” regime. However, ~t sufficiently high eleclrol~densities,
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6,14
electron-electron interactions msst be taken into account. When plasma effects domin-

ate, the laser is said to be in the “Raman” regime. Plasma oscillations will become excited

in the electron beam when the plasma frequency is large compared with the rate of passagu

of the electrons through the wiggler. For a cold (monoenergetic)electron beam, this con-

dition may be expressed in the form

UJT
+_2 >1,

Y

where w is the plasma frequency and T is the transit time
P

1/2
wiggler. The factor y is used to Lorentz-Lransform the

density (which appears in Up) from the laboratory frame to

(5)

of the electrons through the

square root cf the electron

the electron rest frame, where

the rlasma frequency must be computed. The remaining factor of y is used to Lorentz-

transform the plasma frequency back into the laboratory frame, where T is measllred.

Under conditions when Eq. (5) is satisfied, negative-energy plasma waves can become

strongly excited. The resonant laser frzquency is then s:’.ifteddo’mward frcm the value

given by Eq. (1) by the plasma frequency, and the gain anflextraction efficiency may be

significantly enhanced. For uniform wigglers, the saturated extraction efficiency in the

15
presence of plasma effects is given by the approximate formula

(6)

Comparing this with Eq. (4) we see that the saturated extraction efficiency is enhanced

3’2), which, by Eq. ,by the factor (?dIpT/ny (11), iS large in ~hc Raman regime, Tapered

wigglers may also be used in the Ramailregime to further improve the enrrgy extraction

efficiency. Extraction efficiel]ciesin exc~ss of 20% arc predicted.
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Several experiments have been conducted to investigate flee-electron lasers operating

16-19
in the Raman regime. The best results were achieved in a joint effort by Columbia

University and the Naval Research Laboratory.
18

The experimental arrangement is shown in “

Fig. 5. A pulsed electrostatic accelerator was used to produce a high-intensity electron

beam with an electron energy of 1.2 lleVand a peak current of 25 hA. An annular beam

formed with a cold plasma cathode was expanded to fill the region between the annular

mirrors, The longitudinal magnetic field used to guide the electrons was given a ripple

component to act as the wiggler. The experiment demonstrated very high gain at a laser

wavelength of 400 pm, in good agreement with theoretical predictions. A peak power of 1

-5
MU was obtained, corresponding to an extraction efficiency of the order of 3x1O . This

rather low extraction efficiency is attributed to the fact that the 50 ns electron beam

pulse was too short for the laser oscillation to build up from noise to saturation. In

addition, the electron-beam voltage was not steady during this period, so that the resonant

laser wavelength fluctuated, An improv”d experiment is now under construction.

Comparison of these results with those obtained by Madey and co-workers illustrates

the differences between free-electron lasers operaLing in the Raman and Compt.onregimes.

To operate in the Raman regime and take advantage of plasma effects, it is necessary to

have a very high intensity electron beam, ln addition, it is necessary to operate at low

electron energy. As shown by Eq. (5), the threshold current density for plasma ~ffects,

which is proportional to UJ2,increases with the third power of the eler!ron energy. Since
P

low electron energies correspond, in general, to long wavelengths [see Eq, (l)], lasers

operating in the Raman regime are more likely LO be found in infrared to microwave region.

With regard to the technology, such low-energy, high-current beams are best formrd with

pulsed, electrostatic generators. For shorter wavelengths, higher electron energies are

A’equired. These are best provided bv rf accelerators, which produce low-intensity beams.

Because of the low intensity and hiqh energy of electron beams used for shart wavelengths,

lasers in this regime will necessarily operate in the Compton (single-particle)regime.

These ideas are summarized in Yig. 6.20
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The short-wavelength limit indicated in Fig. 6 is set by the degree to which the

10
electron beam can be focussed and collimated. In acceleraLJ. terminology, the spread of

the electron b?am is measured by the emittance. With values of the emitLance which have

beet achieved in rf lines, it should be possible to build free electron lasers at wave-

lengths near or below 1 pm. However, achieved emittances are an order of magnitude larger

than the fundamental limit set by the cathode temperature, so that improvements leading to

shorter wavelengths should be possib!.. Also, storage rings are capable of producing

very-high-energy, very-low-emittance beams, which may be useful for free-elcctro~ lasers

in the ultraviolet region.

With respect to Fig. 6, it is, of course, possible to operate low-intensity rf and

van de Graaf accelerators at low electron energies, thereby extending the Compton regime

to longer wavelengths. In fact, a low-current rf rnicrotronwill be used to drive a free-

electron laser in the 100-400 pm region for spectroscopy at the Bell Telephone LaboIa-

21
tories. Also, it may be possible to use induction linacs to produce high-inLensity

electron beams at higher energies and extend the Raman regime to shorter wavelengths. It

may also be possible to ~~tend the Raman regime to shorter wavelengths L] u~ing optical or

microwave radiation - propagating opposite the electron beam - as the wiggler, witl~a

shorter period than can be obtained with a static magnetic field.
16

Thus, tileoperating

regions indicated in Fig, 6 should not be regarded as sharply defined.

v. High-Power Lasers

In principle, at least, free-electron iasers appear to be scalable to verv largp

sizes, with very large peak ?.ndaverage power levels. In practicr, oi course, scalability

to large sizes depends on cost, and the cost of large machines depends largely 0[)tile

s Power) not the output power. This is true of both the capital equipment and oper-

ating costs. Therefore, to be cheap and scalable to high power levels, free-electron

lasers must be efficient, Several approaches have been proposed, as illustrated in Fig. 7.
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In a single-p~ss system, the electrons Ire accelerated and injected into the free-

electron laser, energy is extracted from them, and they are discarded. Such a system is

simple but may be inefficient, ln the Compton regime the extraction efficiency will

probably be less than 10%, and tt)crf accelerator efficiency lCSS than 50%, for an overall

efficiency less than 5%. In the Rainanregime the extraction efficiency might exceed 20%,

and the accelerator efficiency co~lldexceed 80%, so that overail efficiencies al>proaching

20% may be achievable. Thus, it should be possible to achieve high power leve?.sfrom

practical single-pass systems at longer wavelengths, but not at shorter wavelengths u~less

the extraction efficiency can be improved. Such an improvement.may be possible if

extremely high peak laser power is available - of the order of many gigawatLs. FCJr

example, if a high-intensity induction linac were used to drivr a high-gain free-rlectron

laser amplifier, the .aser power toward the end of the amplifier could be high enough to

trap and decelerate the electrons very s:rong]y.
22,23

This might be a useful a;)llro:)(hfor

laser fusion. However, there are potential problems of laser beam distortion)In I]igh-gair)

free-electron laser amplifiers, and technological difficulties associated with oplics

damage from powerful laser pulses.

As an alternative to high extract+,onefficiency, it may be possible to ach]rv(!)Iigll

overall system efficiency by recovering the electron el]crgynot extracted a: laser enrr~y

in the wiggler. The first proposal of this type was made by Madey, who suggesLr{] LII(IUS(I

24of a storage ring, as &hown in Fig, 7. . In this approach, a smtil]frarLio[l01 Lllr

energy of the electrons is extracted as laser energy as tllrypass througtltllrIrrr rlc[-

t.ronlaser. Ti~isenergy is replaced by the rf accelerator structure illLhr ring as tllr

e]eCtrOnS CirCUlatc around to re-eaccr Lticfre~ eler:ron ]asrr. Very high clllricllt’y

should be possible, at least in principle, by using this approach,

the energy sprend of the electrons is i~lcrcasedby thr lasrr action

removed by Bynchrotron radiation damping as the electrons circulatr

further laser energy may be extracted from the electron ketimi Tl)r

.
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system is therefore limited by the rate at which Lhe synchrotrons radiation can damp out

the energy spread, and by the enl.rgyspread acceptable LO the free-electron laser and to

the storage r!.ng. Additionally, the efficiency is reduced by the syn’.hrotronradiation

required to damp the momentum spread. For a uniform wig~ierl Pellegrini has shown that

the necessary synchrotronslosses reduce the overall efficiency to that of a single pass.

laser.
25

Hadey has proposed a “gain-expanded” wigg]cr LO increase the energy spread

24,26
acceptable to the free-electron laser. AlterilaLivcly,it may be possible LO decrease

the energy spread induced in the electron beam by the free-electron laser by using a

7
so-called “phase-ared-displacerncnt”wiggler, as suggesLed by Norton, This idea is related

to techniques used in rf acceleraLvrs, and requires a very slowly Lapered wig~ler. Despitr

Lhe difficulties facing storage rings, they are attractive for very shorL wavelengths -

possibly as short as the vacuum ultraviolcL - because thry Produce very high energy,

extremely well collimated (low cmitta~lcr)c.lcctronbrains. Fxpr?rimcnLs are uow being

undertaken at Brookhavcn, E’rascati, and +acley to demonstrate free-elecLron lasvr opera-

tion in a storage ring.

The problems inLrodurrd by thr momentum ~]~r~!ild of the vmt’r~lngbeam can htIlargely

circumvrntrd by r~r6vering the cnrrgy of thr rl~’cLronswithc)ulrr-usin~ the electrons

Lhmnsclvcsa The first proposal of lhis typr is duv to EliilS, Who suggested thr Use 01 all

elc’ctrost~lic acc(’’]crator, such us a Vail II(’ Grdfl ilCC[’lCrJt[Jr, 10 a(”rr]crJLethr c!]vctrolls

for insrrtion into tllrfrrr elrrtron Jasrr.
27

The cnlrrging clrctrolls at-r thrll d(’crlcralcd

(*lrctrostatirally and col;rrtrd at the hi~ll(’stpolcllli;llLhoy C;JII rf’;lril with tll[’ir rrun~lill-

ing rnrrgy. Finul]y, Lhry are rf’turned to thr ori~illtilpotrlllin] by m{.;lnsof n (r(’lil-

tivrly) small powrr sullllly,fisill[litm;lt!tdill}’i~,7, Exl”(’plfor l(IssrsillLIIChrdm-t rnlls -

port system, all Ll)rrlcctriral powrr is put into this I)owftrNll])llly,ralhrr l)lilll IIlto 111(’

lh this

hr much

iltrHUrll n
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system. Due to the difficulty of building electrostatic accelerators beyond 25 MeV, this

approach should find its principal application at mid- to far-infrared wavelengths. An

experiment is now being undertaken at the University of California, Santa Barbara,

to demons~rate electrostatic energy recovery.

For shorter wavelengths, in and near Lhe visible portion of the spectrum, higher

energy electrons (50-100 lleV)are required. These are conveniently generated with rf

electron linacs. To recover the energy of the electrons emerging from the free-electron

laser, they are brought around and reinserted inLo the linac as shown in Fig~. 7 and 8.

It must be remembered that the electrons accelerated by the linac emergy in short (<<100-ps)

“microbunches” synchronized to the phase of the rf fields in the accelerator cavity

st~ucture at which maximum acceleration occurs, After being brought around, the electron

microbunchts are ins~rted into the linac 180° out of phase from the electrons being accel-

erated, at which time the rf fields have reversed.

crated, as would be the case in a microtron, the e

energy returned to the rf fields, as in a klystron

accelerating ftesh electrons.

Thus, instead of being further accel-

ectrons are deccleraLed and their

This energy is Lhen availahie fo

This system is shown in more detail in Fig. 8, whrre the overall performzncc of a

100-kW, l-pm irec-electron laser is summarized, The ●lectron beam (filled circles) is

formed in the injecLor at a low energy, about 17 McV, and then ~nserted into thr lintic

where it is Accelerated to 100 tlrV. The high-energy beam is hrnught around aIId run

throu~h the wiggler wherr shout 10% of the elrctron-hearncnrrgy is exlractcd, Ttlr

emerging electron beam (open circle~) irnbrought around and t-rinsertedi~to Lh$’1in,~fh,but

Lhis time Lhe hunche~ arr insertrd 180° out of phas~ from thr hunrhr~ hriilgnrrrlvrllil’(!.

In this way, th~ ~lrctronllare rircrleraLcd,and rrturl) thrir r~mninirlgenergy dir(~cilyto

thr accelerating fields. Thu~, thr ]innc arts a~ a Catnlyxl for Lransicrrin~ thr CIICI”I+Y

of the dcr~?lcrat.ing electrons to tho~c bring acrrlcratrd, The erlrrgyrrcovrry ])ior(’~~call

t.)rextremely efficjent. The only 10HS it)the drrrleration prorc~s js the 8 flrv(’f{’:)
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remaining with the electrons when they are dumped. The result is an energy-recovery

system capable of operating with high electron energy (>100 MeV) and correspondingly short

wavelength (<1 pm) at high average power. ror a system in which 10% of the electron-~eam

energy is extracted as laser energy in the wiggler, the overall efficiency can be 25% or

more.

The greatest difficulty facing the development of such a high-power, high-efficiency

laser system appears to be the stability of the electron-beam sysLem. Multiple passes of

electrons through rf-linac sLrurtures have been used to accelerate electrons in racetrack

microtrons looking very much like Fig. 8. Moreover, simultaneous acceleration and decel-

eration in the same linac has been demonstrated with the ReflexoLron at Chalk River.2B

Howeverv problems may be encounLcred in running :he accelerator with large beam current.

At high current, the natural damping (dis:“patio[l)of the cavities is small compared with

the beam power, and higher-order rf’ modes can become excited. Transverse nlodesare of

particular concern because Lhry caust=beam brrakup. Such modes callbe r(’gerlcr~tivcly

excited because rl.ectronsmaking their second pass through the Iinac can provide fccd-

hack through transverse motiorlsinduted or]their first j~ass. L’tirewill have LO br takrll

to keep the frequencies of thr hi~l)vr-ordermodrs away from h;lrmollichof the uccr]erator

frequency, and it mdy be ncccsstiryLO selectively diltl)p LII(J hig]lcr-crdrl rnodcsby modifylng

the cavity structure. AIsc),tli(’

bti(.kmechanisms by, for exiimple,

from thv linacm
2q

Sorerof ~hcsv

undertaken at Los Alnrws,

Al)l)]i(’iltiofis
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High overall efficiency, as much as 25% Or more, may be achieved by using tapered wigglers,

collective effects (in some regimes), and by recovering the energy of the electrons emerg-

ing fr~m the free-electron laser, as outlined above. High power is possible because

high-power, high-reliability, electron accelerators already exist. SLAC, for example, has

an average electron-beam power of 200 kW.

inhomogenieties,good optical-beam quality

deleterious effects due to diffraction and

By avoiding a gaseous medium with its associated

may be achiev~’d, There are, however, possible

focusing of the laser beam by the electron

beam. These are expected to be most severe in high-gain amplifiers, as discussed above,
23

Finally, low capital and operating costs should be possible. Studies by Los Alamos indi-

cate that costs of the order of tens of dollars per output watt are possible. Low capital

cost depends on the efficiency, as discussed above, while low operating cost depends on

the efficiency and reliability, When the projected costs of amortization and operation are

added together, they amount to a few tens of ccnttiper mole of photons at visible wavr-

?.engths.

A number of applications have been sugH(’sLrd for high-power lasers. Welding, metal-

working and ●specially cl)emiralprocessing look very promising, at lrast su]~erfici~lly,

For chemical proces~ing, tunnbi]ity, powrr and, above all, cost arc the important fuclors.

In Fig, 8 the unit cost and annual production of a variety of chemicals arc summarized,
3()

Also ~hown arc Lhc projected unit costs of rare-g~s-h~lide-laser photol~~

laser photons, Thr costs per pouIIIi for plIototIs orr pro.jcctcd 011 Lhr has

v~olr?Lphoton for ellctlproduct mo]c(’ll]r,I)lrsumrdto l)Jvra molcuulat- we

and frec-el(lcLrun-

N oi one nrur-ultro-

~hl 0! 14)(),Evi-
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below those indicated in Fig. 9 and make it wol’Lhwhileto think about very large-scale

photochemistry.

Laser fusion, power transmission to satellites, laser propulsion for maneuvering in

space and ●ven transmission of powe- from a solar space station back to earth are other

“far-out”, high-power applications tha~ have been speculated about. Surely, it will be a

long time before free-electron lasers make a useful contribution to these areas. But even

in the near term, flee-electron lasels will be a useful source of coherent radiation for

spectroscopy in wavelength regions not otherwise accessible, SUCI]as the far infrared.
18

Free-electron lasers have 8 long way to go yet, having barely gotten started, and the

risks are high; but the potential.payoffs ale enormous, and make free-electron lasers an

exciting field.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1.

Figure 2,

Figure 3.

Figure 4

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Figurr 7.

Figure 8.

Schematic diagram illustrating the basic principle of a free-electron
laser. As the electrons pass through the free-electron laser, the period-
ically varyirrgforce of the wiggler magnet (solid arrows) acts on the
electrons, forcing them to oscillate transversely, The oscillating field
of the laser (open arrows) does work on the oscillating electrons to retard
(as shown) or ~ccelerate them, depending on the relative phase of tb.
electrc~ and laser oscillations (AP-1-VG-4045A).

Schematic diagram of the electrons moving in the pond~. motive potential.
Depending on the phase of the electrons with respect to the optical field,
the electrons aie accelerated or decelerated. The electrons in the trapped
regions oscillate longitudinally at the synchrotronsfrequeucy and, after
many periods, lnse all memory of t~eir initial velocity. (4P-1-VG-4819).

Experimer~talarrangement used by Madey and coworkers [1’hys.Rev, Lett,
~, 892 (1977)1 to demonstrate free-electron las?r~ ,/

r

Schematic diagram of a free-electron laser gain experiment in which the
incident CO laser beam is suppressed ty placing a crossed polarizer In
front of th? detector. The amplified signal from the free-electron laser
is polarized at 45° to t-hepolarizer and passes throllghwith some attenu-
ation. (F”’-1-VG-43O1),

Experimental arrangement used by llcDermott,et al. [Phys, Rev. Lctt. 41,
1368 (1978)] for free-electron laser operating in the Raman regime, ‘–

I.)iagramshowing the operating regions (peak power and wavelength) of frer-
electron lasers operating in the Compton and Raman regimes, based 011 a

diagram by R. K. Ptirker (private communication). Also showl], for com]Jari-

son, is the performance of conventiorrnl laser~ and microwave devic(’s.
(AP-1-VG-4818).

Schematic diagram of four configurations proposed for high power free-
electron lasera, The single-pass approach is simplest, but depends on
high laser extraction efflci~ncy to achieve high overall efficiency.
The storage ring re-accelerates the electrons from the laser to their
original en~rgy and re-uses them, The dc recovery sysiem collrcls the
spent electrons at a high I)otentialto recover their ●nergy, Thr rf
recovery system d~celeratc; the spent electrons in the accelerator to
recover their ●nergy beforr they are discard{’d.(AP-1-VG-4357A),

Schematic diagram of th~ rf accelerator-deceleratorenergy-recovrry
system. AfLer being accelerated and used in the free-electron luser, the
spent ●lectrons (open circles) are re-injectrd into the lillncin I)(twrrr]

the microbunrhe~ being accelerated. This way thry pass throu~h thr
accelerator cavities when the rf fields have reversed and are decrlernlrd
to recover Lheir energy, Calculations for a 1 pm lasrr system inriitatr
that th~ efficiency of a free-electron laucr with 10% energy exLrartioll
can he improved to 25% overall efficiency ilithis way.(AP-l-VG-4380A).
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Figure 9. Chart showing unit cost vs annual consumption of important chemicals. These
ccsts are compared with those of rare-gas-halide and free-electron laser
photons computed on the basis of one photon for each molecule, presumed
to have a molecular weight of 100. (AP-1-VG-4905A).
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